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Introduction

- Chinese characters comprise a unit of meaning (morpheme) typically embedded in two-character compound words.
- Characters often convey multiple meanings (morphemic ambiguity).
- Readers are sensitive to the statistical regularities of form-meaning relationships present in the writing system (Marelli et al., 2015).
- Morpheme knowledge may emerge from experience with whole words (Marelli et al., 2017; Tamminen et al., 2015).
- This study aims to investigate how Chinese readers learn and generalise character knowledge from experience with compound words.

Methods

Lexical Decision Dataset on Two-Character Words (Tse et al., 2017)

- 33 adults from Hong Kong responded to 22,000 words & nonwords.

Family-related Metrics Under Different Definitions

- **Family size**: the number of family members (words with the same character)
- **Family semantic consistency**: average semantic relatedness (cosine similarity between word vectors derived from a Chinese word2vec model) between the meanings of the character and family members
- Both metrics can be defined along two dimensions:
  - by type frequency vs. by token frequency
  - positionally bound vs. unbound: whether the family members are constrained by the position (as demonstrated by the dot lines below).

Results

- **Metric Selection**: Type-based, positionally bound is the best

Model for Word Processing

- Words with more C1 and C2 family members are recognised faster.
- Words with greater semantic consistency within C1 and C2 families are recognised faster.

Model for Nonword Processing

- Nonwords with more C1 and C2 family members are harder to reject.
- Nonwords with greater semantic consistency within C1 family are harder to reject.

Conclusions

- The consistency with which individual Chinese characters contribute to the meanings of compound words influences processing of existing and novel compound words.
- Chinese readers pick up the statistical knowledge of characters through experience with compound words.
- The fact that the character occurs in a number of different words is important to character knowledge acquisition.
- Comprehension of compounds is supported by the knowledge of positionally bound constituents, rather than the meanings of the constituents as free words.
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